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■ Needs
Everyone in the world has the right to enjoy a life of legal consumption.
The technology of e-commerce and information and communication is rapidly changing 
or evolving, but many people around the world are unable to keep up with these 
changes and are becoming left out.

■ Overview 
In order for everyone to have the same financial rights and enjoy a fast and reliable 
consumption life, blockchain technology that goes beyond the existing limits is required. 
THX has spent more than three years preparing and working on technology, services, 
infrastructure and institutions to meet those needs.

By leveraging the advanced U.S. financial system, cutting-edge financial networks can be 
supported in countries around the world as well as in underdeveloped regions.
Therefore, the completed life services such as finance and shopping malls can be 
provided,  and THX will add existing financial infrastructure, blockchain technology and 
convergence platforms to this environment, pursue and leverage better economies, and 
apply them to more complex fields.

In order for blockchain to evolve into a user-friendly service, an integrated platform is 
required, where bank accounts, terminals for payments, and services for currency 
exchange can be integrated so that a single user account can buy products, purchase 
services, and execute interpersonal trustworthy transactions around the world.

THX transforms our lives through technology that is closest to life.
When a wide range of service responses is in place, consumers seek their own 



satisfaction and spark the sharing economy through change.

This moves away from the multistep payment methods required by traditional finance 
and allows us to pay directly with consumers, allowing us to return reduced fees and 
deposits, sunk costs from late payments, and inefficiently exhausted advertising costs to 
consumers.

Consumers consequently share part of the value generated through their consumption, 
which leads to a virtuous cycle of sharing that leads to some of this consumption again.

A unified platform around THX eliminates all unnecessary steps, enabling the integration 
of a global value network that combines service and technology with both convenience 
and reliability.

■ Global Market
THX is working on projects to change the economical way that is different from other 
financial companies.

THX pursues in the market as follows:
It is estimated that the global e-commerce market will reach USD 4.89 trillion (about 
KRW 5,800 trillion) in 2021. 
What's even more surprising is that up to 70% of global online shopping mall users use 
cross-border direct purchases (offshore purchases), and 80% want to shop more 
overseas.

For example, consumers in India spend 14% of their online shopping in the US, and 6% 
and 5% in the UK and China, respectively.
In Korea, the annual overseas direct purchase market is about KRW 5 trillion.

The Statistics Korea announced that the amount of online overseas direct purchases in 
the second quarter of 2021 reached KRW 1.1212 trillion, an increase of 22.6% compared 
to the same period last year.

It was estimated that the accumulation transaction volume of centralized exchanges in 
2021 exceeded $14 trillion (about  KRW 1,670 trillion).
This is a 689% increase compared to 2020.

Despite the surge in the cryptocurrency market, the number of cryptocurrency wallet 
holders is estimated at 79.30 million.
According to statistics on cryptocurrency users, the number of wallet creations has 
skyrocketed, reaching 77.12 million in September 2021 and has been growing slowly.



The fact that only about 1% of the world's population enjoys the advanced technology of 
blockchain shows that more accessible services are required.

There is a big gap between the growing cryptocurrency transaction volume and the 
world's high demand for shopping.
While cryptocurrencies have a high investment value, they do not lead directly to life 
services. 

Shopping malls, payment methods, cryptocurrency exchanges, and wallets are separated 
from each other, and using them while connecting them only adds inconvenience to 
users.

Users are unprotected, have to pay slow and high exchange fees, and cannot share the 
value generated.

THX aims to meet the gaps and introduce an advanced integrated platform that meets 
the needs and matches the eye-level with the value of sharing and people-centered 
hope.

■ THX
Everyone who uses finance needs a convenient, easy, and flexible way to make 
payments.
We define the consumption environment that people around the world want as follows.

Thxcoin has integrated and linked major services such as pay, shopping malls, and 
merchants.

Transfer and asset management are quickly and conveniently integrated as one.
The THX platform is linked to cryptocurrency wallets across payment methods from 
account management to points and credit cards.

In order to lead a convenient consumption life for everyone, Thxcoin is listed on 
international exchanges, and we are promoting listing on more international exchanges 
to provide higher value.

We are building an evolved network society by linking the THX platform to various 
products and services with the goal of global service.

Thxcoin has the scalability to connect global services based on the proven Binance 
Smart Chain and to converge with other platform services other than the THX platform 



ecosystem.

Based on its usability and infinite scalability, we will provide a new consumption 
environment in which online and offline services can be connected and used in various 
countries.

Cryptocurrency
Central Currency for THX Services
Consumer Dividend Coin
Supports payments and P2P transactions anywhere in the world

PAY
Support for service linkage with banks in each country
Provide wallet payment service other than credit card

Mall
Provide fast payment service by linking various products around the world with PAY, 
Thxcoin, and PG payment services
Support for advertising and entertainment services

Merchant
Provide consumer merchant services that connect online and offline
Provide daily convenience services (food and beverage, sports, education, medical, etc.) 
to merchants

■ THX Project
Thxpay is a financial payment platform service in South Korea.
Starting with the THX shopping mall service established in 2018, the number of THX 
member exceeded 20,000 in 2021.
Since then, we have built our own payment platform in 2021, starting with the 
construction of a payment platform through VAN Corporation, and are achieving 
continuous growth for global financial platforms that pass through barrier regions and 
countries.

The financial environment in each country is changing rapidly, and the level of legal, 
institutional and technical requirements get constantly higher.

In 2021, Thxpay builds a new process for its financial payment platform based on its 
experience in finance and payments.

Beyond all existing payment methods, THX Pay provides a simple and secure service for 



users who need to make payments.

The shopping malls and merchants on the THX platform's aim to grow and expand the 
sharing economy through consumption.
We give back a portion of the profits from the goods sold to consumers, and this 
sharing economy gives more people spending power.

More spending power will generate more re-purchases and more users.
Started with a private service in April 2019, shopping malls and merchants are 
expanding their product range to various fields from household goods to luxury goods 
in Korea and overseas.

Shopping malls and merchants are equipped with a PAY payment module to support 
one-click easy payment.
The ease of purchasing products is driving an increase in the influx and sign-up of 
users from multiple countries.

■ THX Economy
THX Coin is the first step in the sharing economy.
We offer an economic model that distributes and shares profits with consumers who 
own THX coins.
Through the "Global Sharing Economy Platform" established by THX, global users can 
enjoy the value of sharing and gratitude.

Profit Sharing
THX subsidiaries share the profits from the platform with consumers.
Various business models will help enrich the consumer life, and the additional content 
will provide higher value.

1) PAY Financial Profit
- We share the profits from the finance deposited with PAY with consumers.
2) Fee Profit
- We share the profits on issuing coin-accepted payment cards and payment fees with 
consumers
3) Service and Content Expansion
Content expansion is being prepared, including NFTs, bio and medical, real estate, and 
living services.

■ Thxcoin Information
Coin Name: Thxcoin



Symbol Name: THX
Company Location: Wyoming, USA
Mint by: HANWOORI FT
Listed: P2B, LBank(Listing in progress), Binance(Listing in progress)
Supply Volume: 2,100,000,000 THX

■ Thxcoin’s Key Features
1. Advanced Network
- Provide a blockchain network with high scalability and stability
- Support existing cloud-native, serverless, machine learning, and other product-level 
applications.
2. Minting coins to consumers through their consumption
Thxcoin is distributed back to consumers a portion of the Company's profits accrued as 
a portion of the amount spent to consumers who use the platform services (shopping, 
merchants, etc.) provided through our subsidiaries and partners within THX.
3. Payment with PAY and coins anywhere in connection with card company
-Coin (cash) payments can be made anywhere in the world, and this is settled in real 
time according to Thxcoin’s market price.

■ Planning
[2023]
1Q 
– THX Platform App 3.0 test
- Listing on Thxcoin P2B exchange

2Q
– Thxpay App 3.0 launching
- THX Shopping Mall App 3.0 launching
- THX Merchant App 3.0 launching
- Attract 3,000 THX merchants
- Attract 100,000 THX members
- NFT open

3Q
- Attract 100,000 THX members
- Attract 5,000 THX merchants

4Q
- THX platform service’s Southeast Asia market entry 



[2024]
1Q
- Attract 700,000 THX members
- Attract 8,000 THX merchants

2Q
- THX platform’s global market entry

■ Team Introduction
Yoo, Jaemin/ HANWOORI Fintech CEO
https://www.linkedin.com/in/jaemin-yu-a2174b25b/
- Thxcoin development
- HANWOORI Fintech's entry into the United States
- Platform integration design
- Signed an MOU with Payment PG companies

Advisor. Yoo, Byeongrok
https://www.linkedin.com/in/byeongrok-yu-0b2761265/
- THX Platform sharing economy planning
- Thxcoin payment process construction
- THX Platform global process construction

Marketer. Kim, Taeyoung
https://www.linkedin.com/in/tae-hyung-kim-0b2056260/
- Responsible for listing Thxcoin
- Thxcoin global service agreement
- Thxcoin smart chain agreement

Consultant. Baek, Seungjun
https://www.linkedin.com/in/seung-jun-baek-39191525b/
- Thxcoin project
- Thxcoin white paper
- Thxcoin shopping mall and merchant management

Developer. Choi, Jihun
https://www.linkedin.com/in/jiheon-choi-560b3225b/
- Thxcoin development
- Thxcoin integration module development
- Thxcoin shopping mall, merchant’s payment module development
- THX Platform API development
- THX platform WebSocket, HTML5 development



- THX platform wallet, communication server construction

Developer. Kang, Sangwook
https://www.linkedin.com/in/sangwuk-kang-67bb22266/
- THX platform shopping mall, merchant development
- THX platform Android App development
- THX platform iOS App development
- THX platform location-based, biometrics, simple login development


